
Eclipse

Welcome to the perfect fit for your body, budget, schedule and style.   

The Human Touch® Eclipse is not your grandfather’s old massage chair (as much as he wishes it were). In just 15 
minutes per day, this stylish, technologically advanced chair expertly melts away the tension and stress of everyday life, 
alleviating pain, improving relaxation and soothing sore muscles. 

Grab a seat and let the patented human touch massage system™ do what it does best—replicate the therapeutic 
techniques used by back and spinal care professionals. The Eclipse follows the contour of the spine to provide a 
targeted, effective massage once available only in chairs twice its cost. While it may not cost a fortune, its SofSuede 
upholstery looks and feels like a million bucks. So discover the Eclipse and enjoy a beautiful massage from a beautiful 
chair.

humantouchcanada.ca

Esprit Collection: 
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There’s a reason the Eclipse is the most popular piece of furniture in any room. In 
fact, there are  many reasons. These advanced, fashion-forward chairs are loaded with 
the things dreams are made of. Or should we say – sweet dreams. 

Features your couch 
can only dream of  

More Features For More Comfort

3 INvIgOraTINg auTO-MaSSagE 
PrOgraMS  
Choose from three 15-minute massage 
programs, all tailored to your back needs. 
Get a great total-back massage, or focus  
your massage on your upper or lower back. 

CuSTOMIzE yOur MaSSagE
Use the Partial and Position buttons to 
target your massage to a specific area, 
then choose from three stationary massage 
modes.

4 PrOFESSIONal MaSSagE 
TEChNIquES   
Target any of the four expert massage 
techniques to your back’s own trouble spots, 
for powerful, therapeutic relief. Massage 
techniques include Rolling, Kneading, 
Compression and Percussion.

rEMOvablE MaSSagE-
SOFTENINg PaD
Need a deep, penetrating massage to soothe 
aching muscles? Or maybe just a light, 
invigorating massage? Easily control your 
massage intensity with the removable massage-
softening pad.

       Model number:
PM-300-100-001 (Black)
PM-300-100-002 (Cashew)

1-Year Limited Warranty

27”

58”

41.5”

Automatic Recline Removable Massage-Softening Pad

Cushioned Head Pillow

Wheels for
Easy Mobility
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